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Purpose: Magnetic resonance imaging guided radiotherapy (MRgRT) allows treatment
plan adaptation on the MRI of the day. For dose calculations, a structure-specific bulk
relative electron density (RED) overwrite derived from a planning computed tomography
(CT) poses as one possible treatment workflow. However, this approach introduces
uncertainties due to assignment of mean densities and requires a planning CT. The aim of
this study was to investigate the uncertainty of the used patient-specific (PSCT) dose
calculation in contrast to the correct calculation on a CT and compare to MR-only
workflows using population-based bulk ED (PBCT) and artificial intelligence–based
pseudo-CTs (AICT).

Methods: Twenty primary prostate cancer patients treated on the 1.5 T MR-Linac were
chosen from the clinical database, based on best visual congruence between the planning
CT and daily MRI. CT-based reference dose distribution was compared to different
pseudo-CT approaches. 1) For PSCT, mean REDs for the femur, pelvis, sacrum,
rectum, bladder, and patient were assigned based on individual mean CT densities. 2)
Population-based mean REDs were derived based on 50 previous, independent patients
and assigned to the structures for the PBCT approach. 3) An AI model for pseudo-CT
generation was trained using end-to-end ensembled self-supervised GANs and used to
create AICTs from T2w-MRIs. For comparison, the CT was registered to the MRI,
structures rigidly propagated, and treatment plans recalculated. Differences of DVH
parameters were analyzed, and dose distributions were compared using gamma analysis.

Results: All approaches were able to reproduce the dose distribution accurately,
according to a gamma criterion of 3%/3 mm, with pass rates greater than 98%.
Applying a 2%/2 mm criterion, the median gamma pass rates for PSCT, PBCT, and
AICT resulted in 98.6%, 98.2%, and 99.0%, respectively. The median differences for PTV
D98% resulted in 0.13 Gy for AICT, −0.31 Gy for PBCT, and −0.32 Gy for PSCT. The OAR-
related DVH parameter showed similar results between the three investigated methods.
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Conclusion: In this study, a detailed analysis of uncertainties of MR-only treatment
planning concepts for pelvic MRgRT was performed. Both a PBCT and an AICT
approach, which bypass the need for a planning CT, may be considered clinically
acceptable while reducing imaging dose and registration issues.

Keywords: MRgRT, synthetic CT, artificial intelligence, MR-only, MR-Linac, bulk density, uncertainty

INTRODUCTION

Over the last years, magnetic resonance imaging guided adaptive
radiotherapy (MRgRT) has been clinically introduced on most
treated tumor sites [1–6]. Especially in the abdominal region, the
additional soft tissue contrast of the magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) in combination with a daily plan optimization allows
treatment improvements with the potential to extreme
hypofractionation [7].

The increased imaging capabilities in MRgRT lead to
improved annotation accuracy, which in combination with a
daily optimization on relative dispositioning and deformation of
organs at risk (OAR) might translate to a shrinkage of clinical
target volume (CTV) to planning target volume (PTV) margins
and may thus result in reduced OAR toxicities [8, 9]. In addition
to the daily plan adaptation, sequential on-board imaging without
additional radiation dose might allow for visual tumor tracking,
accounting for shifts of prostate and seminal vesicles during the
daily fraction [10, 11].

Although improved image quality of MRI allows for accurate
anatomical and functional information, MRI also shows
drawbacks in terms of spatial accuracy and correlation to
photon cross-sections [12]. Due to this limited transferability
of the proton distribution, imaged with the MRI, toward photon
cross-sections, accurate calculation of dose distributions is only
possible after postprocessing steps and assumptions. This
introduces uncertainties in comparison to a conventional dose
calculation on a calibrated computed tomography (CT) scan.

To translate the proton density information of anMRI into the
electron density (ED) map required for accurate radiation dose
calculation, different methods for MR-only radiotherapy
planning (RTP) were recently developed in an offline setting,
independent of the time pressure of online MRgRT. The existing
concepts for MR-only RTP can be classified into voxel-based,
atlas-based, and hybrid approaches [13]. Atlas-based methods
use a correlation of the MRI to a database of CT patient data,
followed by a deformable image registration. However, even
though Chen et al. reported a gamma pass rate (2 mm/2%) of
more than 98%, the required calculation time of 30 min does not
make this approach suitable for online MRgRT [14]. In a further
clinically introduced hybrid-based method, an mDixon MRI
sequence was used to separate segments of the MRI into
water, fat, and in-phase images [15]. These separated images
were used as a basis for a classification algorithm in combination
with an atlas for the generation of a pseudo-CT [16]. Recently,
with the introduction of AI into clinical radiotherapy, Maspero
et al. showed that this classification algorithm in combination
with an atlas can be substituted by a deep learning–based cGAN,
reducing the reconstruction time to less than 6 s [17]. However,

this solution relies on diagnostic MRI quality and seems thus not
directly transferable to the MR-Linac workflow. While the
mDixon sequence clearly shows water and fat, the
visualization of anatomical structures for plan adaptation
within MRgRT is primarily carried out for prostate patients
using a T2-weighted sequence [18]. Hence, this method would
introduce an additional imaging sequence during each daily
treatment fraction.

Therefore, the proposed pseudo-CT generation methods are
either time-consuming or not adoptable in anMR-only workflow.
Here, a fast voxel-based patient-specific relative electron density
(RED) overwrite of structures overcomes these challenges and is
considered clinically applicable.

In this method, the EDs of manually or semi-automatic
annotated structures on the MRI of the day are overwritten
with their respective patient- and structure-specific mean RED
values, which are normalized to water, derived from a planning
CT [19]. However, this additional step of a planning CT
introduces additional dose depositions within the patients on a
separate time slot. Due to uncertainties in registration resulting
from different contrasts and anatomical changes between time
points, this step of RED assignment is deemed one of the most
critical during online adaptive MRgRT [20].

Therefore, the aim of this work was to develop CT-
independent MR-only workflows for MRgRT on pelvic
patients and assess their respective uncertainties with respect
to a state-of-the-art dose calculation on a planning CT.

METHODS

Patient Data and Imaging
All patients included into this study were treated at the University
Hospital Tübingen between January 2019 and December
2021 under a phase 2 feasibility trial (NCT04172753) at the
1.5 Tesla MR-Linac (Unity MR-Linac, Elekta AB, Sweden). All
patients gave written informed consent.

For all patients, the planning CT andMRI at the 1.5 Tesla MR-
Linac were acquired with the same positioning devices. CT
images were acquired with a Philips Brilliance BigBore CT
scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands), whereby
the imaging parameters for the CT scans were as follows:
120 kV, 920–924 ms exposure time, 113–223 mA tube current,
512 × 512 pixels image size, 2 mm slice thickness, and 1.17 ×
1.17 mm2 pixel spacing. Corresponding MRIs for the assessment
of dose calculation uncertainty and AICT model generation were
acquired using a T2-weighted MRI sequence with the following
imaging parameters: echo time (TE) 277.82 ms, repetition time
(TR) 1535 ms, acquisition time 116.66 s, flip angle 90°, pixel
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bandwidth 740 Hz/Px, voxel size 0.83 × 0.83 × 1 mm3, and
reconstructed matrix 480 × 480 × 300 mm3.

Focus was put on anatomical congruence between the gold
standard (GS) CT and MR-only approaches to ensure
comparability. Therefore, from the developed approaches, the
unseen database of patients with prostate cancer, treated at the
MR-Linac between August 2020 and December 2021, was
analyzed on the anatomical correspondence between the CT
and MRI. Of this database, a testing dataset of n = 20 was
defined based on the best alignment of femoral and pelvic
bones, bladder, prostate, rectum, and skin surface between the
CT and MRI. The accuracy of congruence was assessed by visual
inspection in the treatment planning system (TPS) Monaco
(v.5.40.1, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Details of patient
characteristics and treatment information for the tested dataset
are presented in Table 1.

Treatment Plan Generation
MR-only workflows were investigated on their dosimetric impact
in comparison to a gold standard (GS) CT-based dose calculation.
In the first step, the uncertainty of the current clinical workflow at
the Elekta MR-Linac system of assigning REDs from a
corresponding patient-specific CT (PSCT) was evaluated as a
baseline of clinical practice within MRgRT. In the second step,
structure-specific REDs were derived out of a database of
previously treated pelvic patients on the MR-Linac system and
their corresponding mean densities used for a population-based
bulk density (PBCT) approach. Finally, a generative adversarial
neural network (GAN) for the generation of artificial
intelligence–based pseudo-CTs was developed on the T2-
weighted MRIs of the MR-Linac system and used for a
predictive AI-based pseudo-CT (AICT) generation on the
independent testing dataset.

Patient-Specific CT
In the first approach, the current workflow used at the 1.5 T MR-
Linac system was evaluated. In this approach, bulk REDs in pelvis
L/R, femur L/R, sacrum, rectum, bladder, and patient contours
were assigned the mean REDs associated with these anatomical
structures derived from the planning CT of each patient.

Population-Based CT
A population-based approach was developed using n = 50 from
testing independent datasets of patients treated at the MR-Linac.
Median and interquartile range (IQR) with respect to age were
calculated for the database, defining the IQR by the 75th and 25th

percentiles. The structure-specific averaged mean REDs were
then assigned to the respective structures within the tested
MRI. The same structures as for the PSCT approach were
used for assignment of population-based REDs.

Artificial Intelligence–Based CT
In collaboration with TheraPanacea (TheraPanacea, Paris,
France) a pseudo-CT AI-model was generated using end-to-
end ensembled self-supervised GANs endowed with cycle
consistency on a to the test patients’ unseen dataset of 42
patient with each one planning CTs and in average 5 T2w-
MRIs. A two-phase learning pipeline involving three key steps
was deployed: (i) cyclic generative adversarial deep
learning–based unsupervised cross-modality image synthesis to
generate pseudo-CT priors fromMR images, (ii) alignment of CT
to the MRI using weak priors via mono-modal multi-metric
deformable registration with a combination of intensity-driven
and intensity-agnostic metrics to generate paired data, (iii)
pseudo-CT generation with the self-paired data using deep
generative adversarial networks and image similarity metrics.
Multiple networks were trained using different whole-body
scans as reference space. Each of them relies on a different
random separation between training (80%) and validation
(20%) subsets. This developed AI model was then used for the
generation of pseudo-CTs of T2w-MRIs of the MR-Linac on
4 Nvidia gtx 2080ti GPUS in parallel.

Dose Calculation
CT-based treatment plans were generated for all tested patients
with a prescription of 20 × 3 Gy. All treatment plans consisted of
9–16 beam step-and-shoot IMRT plans on a voxel grid of 3 × 3 ×
3 mm3. Dose distributions were calculated with the TPS-
supported GPUMCD algorithm on a 1% statistical uncertainty.
This clinical algorithm is a GPU-accelerated voxel-based Monte
Carlo algorithmwhich includes the 1.5 T static magnetic field and
accurately simulates the Lorentz force on charged electrons [21].
All optimized treatment plans were assessed for correctly
calculated dose distribution and applicability with the clinically
used secondary dose calculation system [22].

For all three planning approaches, the structures and isocenter
position were propagated based on one rigid registration from the
reference CT to the MRI.

TABLE 1 | Overview of the patient characteristics and treatment information for
the tested dataset.

Characteristic Patients (testing cohort)

Number of patients 20
Age, median (IQR) 74.5 (71.5–78.3) years
Cancer site Primary prostate
Prescribed dose 60 Gy (3 Gy/fx)
Treatment technique 7 MV FFF IMRT
Date of treatment (range) July 2020–December 2021

TABLE 2 | Chosen OAR-related DVH parameters for the evaluation of PSCT,
PBCT, and AICT approaches from the PRISM study.

Organs at risk Dose (Gy) Max volume

%

Optimal Mandatory

Rectum 24.4 80 —

40.5 50 60
56.8 — 15
60.8 3 5

Bladder 48.7 25 —

56.76 5 35
Penile bulb 40.5 — 50
Urethra Dmax <61 25 —
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Treatment plans were then, respectively, recalculated on every
pseudo-CT approach using the same plan and beam
configuration as on the primary planning CT. To minimize
differences in skin surface, for the dose calculation only, the
body contour intersection between the MRI and CT was
considered relevant and tissue-only visible on one modality
neglected [23].

Dosimetric Evaluation
For dosimetric evaluation, differences in the OAR-related
dose–volume histogram (DVH) parameter to the planning CT
were evaluated for representative DVH parameters according to
the PRISM trial [24] presented in Table 2. Target-related DVH
parameters were defined based on recommendations of the ICRU
83 [25]. Based on one rigid registration between the CT and the
MRI, the reference structures were copied to the different pseudo-
CTs and DVH parameters evaluated over the same volumes for
all approaches. Differences were evaluated by subtraction of the
reference CT-based value from the workflow method.

In addition, a comparison of dose distribution with a gamma
analysis was conducted with a global 2%/2mm, 3%/2mm, and 3%/
3mm criterion, considering all voxels with a dose value higher than
40% Dmax. The gamma comparison was performed using VeriSoft
(v.8.0, PTW Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany).

Statistical testing of DVH parameters was executed with a
paired Wilcoxon signed rank test in Python (v.3.8.5). The results
were considered significant when p ≤ 0.05. Additionally, the
resulting p values were corrected for multiple testing by the
Bonferroni correction.

RESULTS

Patient-Specific CT
The comparison of the GS dose calculation on CT in comparison
to the PSCT approach showed a median (range) gamma pass rate
of 98.6% (96.8–99.6%) for a 2%/2 mm criterion and 99.9%
(98.9–100.0%) for a 3%/3 mm criterion. A detailed analysis is
presented in Table 3. Within the DVH evaluation, the PSCT
workflow reproduced the GS DVH parameter for every target
constraint with a maximal median deviation of −0.4 Gy. The D2%

values for PTV and CTV were reproduced with a median (range)
deviation of −0.35 (−1.00 to 0.52) Gy and −0.38 (−1.02 to 0.58)
Gy. The highest median deviation within the OAR parameters
was observed for rectum V48.7Gy with 0.43%, and the highest
range occurred for the penile bulb structure with −17.55% to
16.65%. A detailed analysis is shown in Table 4.

Population-Based CT
The evaluated database consisted of 50 patients with a median age
of 72 (IQR 62–77). The analysis showed an average mean RED of
1.17/1.17 for the right and left pelvis, 1.22/1.21 for the right and
left femur, 1.10 for the sacrum, 0.95 for the rectum, 1.01 for the
bladder, and 0.98 for the surrounding patient. Additional
information on the distribution is given in Figure 1 and
Table 5. The evaluation with a gamma comparison against the
GS showed a median (range) pass rate of 98.2% (95.7–99.4%) for
the 2%/2 mm criterion and a median (range) pass rate of 99.9%
(98.7–100.0%) at the 3%/3 mm criterion. Additional information
on the gamma pass rates is given in Table 3.

TABLE 3 | Comparison of percentage pass rates for PSCT, PBCT, and AICT approaches using a 2 mm/2%, 2 mm/3%, and 3 mm/3% criterion, respectively, with a 40%
lower dose threshold of the maximum dose. The bottom row depicts the median (range) pass rate over all patients.

Patient 2%/2 mm 3%/2 mm 3%/3 mm

PSCT PBCT AICT PSCT PBCT AICT PSCT PBCT AICT

1 99.1 99.4 99.7 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 99.4 99.4 99.4 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
3 98.4 98.2 98.4 99.5 99.5 99.6 99.9 99.9 99.9
4 98.6 98.2 99.2 99.8 99.5 99.9 99.9 99.8 100.0
5 98.0 98.0 98.9 99.8 99.8 99.9 99.8 99.9 99.9
6 98.6 98.7 99.3 99.8 99.5 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0
7 97.1 97.8 99.4 97.5 99,0 99.8 99.6 99.8 100.0
8 97.6 96.2 98.7 98.8 97.6 99.1 99.8 99.4 99.9
9 97.2 95.7 98.6 99.1 98,0 99.7 99.7 99.3 99.9
10 98.1 98.0 98.3 99.6 99.2 99.7 99.9 99.8 99.9
11 98.7 98.5 98.9 99.8 99.6 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
12 96.9 96.0 97.2 98.2 97.8 98.1 98.9 98.7 98.9
13 99.6 99.4 99.4 100.0 99.8 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0
14 98.5 99.1 99.2 99.7 99.8 99.9 99.9 100.0 100.0
15 98.5 97.6 98.6 98.1 98.3 98.3 99.8 99.7 99.8
16 98.9 98.7 99.3 99.9 99.9 99.9 100.0 99.9 100.0
17 98.8 98.3 98.5 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.8 99.8 99.8
18 96.8 97.3 98.2 98.2 98.4 99.7 99.6 99.6 100.0
19 98.7 98.0 99.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.7 100.0
20 99.1 99.0 99.5 99.9 99.8 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9
Median
(range)

98.6
(96.8–99.6)

98.2
(95.7–99.4)

99.0
(97.2–99.7)

99.8
(98.1–100.0)

99.6
(97.6–100.0)

99.9
(98.1–100.0)

99.9
(98.9–100.0)

99.9
(98.7–100.0)

100.0
(98.9–100.0)
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The GS dose calculation was reproduced for the evaluated
DVH criteria with a maximum median deviation of −0.41 Gy
for the target parameters. The D98% for PTV and CTV showed
a median (range) deviation of −0.31 (−0.95 to 0.48) Gy
and −0.36 (−0.94 to 0.24) Gy, respectively. The highest
median deviation to the GS was detected for rectum V56.8Gy

with −0.62 (−3.42 to 1.13) Gy. The highest range deviation
within the OARs was visible for the penile bulb with 35.37%. In
addition to the detailed analysis in Table 4, a visual
comparison of the different methods is presented in Figures
2 and 3.

TABLE 4 | Results on DVH parameters reporting the median (range) difference for each planning approach toward the gold standard CT-based plan for the considered DVH
parameters based on the PRISM study.

Structure DVH parameter PSCT – CT, median (range) PBCT – CT, median (range) AICT – CT, median (range)

PTV D98% (Gy) −0.32 (−1.05 to 0.30) −0.31 (−0.95 to 0.48) 0.13 (−0.48 to 0.70)
D2% (Gy) −0.35 (−1.00 to 0.52) −0.32 (−0.85 to 0.18) 0.13 (−0.26 to 0.31)
D50% (Gy) −0.31 (−0.93 to 0.30) −0.32 (−0.90 to −0.01) 0.09 (−0.19 to 0.42)

CTV D98% (Gy) −0.40 (−1.05 to 0.48) −0.36 (−0.94 to 0.24) 0.13 (−0.30 to 0.70)
D2% (Gy) −0.38 (−1.02 to 0.58) −0.34 (−1.08 to 0.09) 0.11 (−0.34 to 0.34)
D50% (Gy) −0.37 (−1.02 to 0.25) −0.41 (−1.09 to −0.05) 0.10 (−0.22 to 0.40)

Rectum V24.4Gy (%) 0.16 (−4.42 to 5.69) −0.41 (−7.03 to 2.15) 0.27 (−6.34 to 2.71)
V40.5Gy (%) 0.30 (−4.18 to 3.29) 0.03 (−4.48 to 2.75) 0.31 (−3.10 to 3.03)
V56.8Gy (%) −0.30 (−3.69 to 2.06) −0.62 (−3.42 to 1.13) 0.08 (−1.88 to 2.17)
V60.8Gy (%) 0.00 (−0.94 to 0.36) 0.00 (−1.15 to 0.01) 0.00 (−0.59 to 0.37)

Bladder V48.7Gy (%) 0.43 (−2.93 to 2.03) 0.59 (−2.78 to 2.00) 0.00 (−2.85 to 1.47)
V56.76Gy (%) 0.38 (−2.08 to 1.49) 0.40 (−2.34 to 1.42) 0.14 (−1.89 to 1.62)

Penile bulb V40.5Gy (%) −0.33 (−17.55 to 16.65) −0.34 (−17.12 to 18.25) 0.51 (−6.90 to 19.44)
Urethra Dmax (Gy) −0.24 (−1.33 to 0.63) −0.35 (−1.38 to 0.56) 0.14 (−0.40 to 0.66)

FIGURE 1 |Distribution of REDs, determined from the independent population of n = 50 patients. The REDs are normalized to water, and the given structures were
used for RED assignment in the PBCT approach.

TABLE 5 | Mean ± standard deviation of REDs, derived from the independent
database of 50 patients for the structures the ED assignment was performed
on for the PBCT approach.

Structure RED

Pelvis left 1.17 ± 0.03
Pelvis right 1.17 ± 0.03
Femur left 1.22 ± 0.04
Femur right 1.21 ± 0.04
Sacrum 1.10 ± 0.02
Rectum 0.95 ± 0.01
Bladder 1.01 ± 0.01
Patient 0.98 ± 0.01
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The Wilcoxon signed rank test for the DVH evaluation
detected no significant difference to the PSCT workflow based
on every constraint, aside from the rectum (V24.4Gy: p = 0.011,
V40.5Gy: p < 0.001, and V56.8Gy: p = 0.003, cf. Table 6).

Artificial Intelligence–Based CT
AICTs were generated from the T2w-MRI images in a mean time
of 30 s The gamma comparison with the GS dose distribution
demonstrated a median (range) gamma pass rate of 99.0%
(97.2–99.7%) and 100.0% (98.9–100.0%) for the 2%/2 mm and
3%/3 mm gamma criterion, respectively. A detailed summary of

the pass rates is shown in Table 3. In Figure 4, a visual
comparison for the case with minimal gamma pass rate of
97.2% at the 2 mm/2% criterion is presented.

The DVH-based dosimetric evaluation showed, in
comparison to the prior methods, increased target-related
DVH parameters, with medians above zero for the absolute
dose differences of the calculated dosages on the AICT (cf.
Figure 2). All target parameters had a maximal median
deviation smaller than 0.15 Gy to the GS, with a maximal
median deviation of 0.13 (−0.3 to 0.70) Gy for the CTV D98%.

For the OARs, the maximal median deviation was detected on

FIGURE 2 | Comparison of absolute dose differences toward the GS CT plan for the three investigated approaches PSCT (green), PBCT (blue), and AICT (pink).
DVH parameter differences are given by subtraction of the GS from the workflow method.

FIGURE 3 | Comparison of the DVH parameters for the rectum, bladder, and penile bulb. The difference between the PSCT (green), PBCT (blue), and AICT (pink)
approaches toward the gold standard CT is given in absolute percentage points of the structure volume by subtraction of the GS from the workflowmethod. The boxplot
of the penile bulb is scaled on the y-axis of the right side.
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the penile bulb with 0.51% (−6.90 to 19.44%). A detailed
analysis is shown in Table 4.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to develop CT-independent MR-only
workflows for the online MR-guided radiotherapy and assess the
corresponding uncertainties in comparison to a state-of-the-art
dose calculation on a CT. All approaches reproduced the GS dose
calculation with a minimal gamma criterion of over 98.7% at 3%/
3 mm, thus showing clinically acceptable deviation. Within the
evaluation of DVH parameters, the AICT reproduced the target-
related parameters with the smallest overall uncertainties, and all

approaches reproduced the OAR-related parameters with a
maximal median deviation of 0.6%.

The evaluation of REDs on an independent database of treated
patients, as a basis for the PBCT approach, showed a maximal
IQR range of 0.09 RED for the rectum structure due to differences
in air and with a mean IQR of 0.036 RED over all other structures,
with small deviations between mean RED. The dosimetric
evaluation of the PBCT approach showed reasonably
comparable agreement toward the GS dose calculation with a
minimal median dose agreement of target structures for the
ΔCTVD50% = −0.41 Gy (−0.7% for a prescription dose of
60 Gy).While the DVH parameters were comparable between
the PSCT and PBCT approaches, detecting no significant
differences in 11/14 Wilcoxon signed rank tests (Table 6), the

TABLE 6 | Results of the Wilcoxon signed rank test for testing each planning approach against the others.

p

Structure DVH parameter AICT–>PBCT AICT–>PSCT PBCT–>PSCT

PTV D98% (Gy) 0.000 0.000 1.444
D2% (Gy) 0.000 0.001 1.787
D50% (Gy) 0.000 0.000 0.832

CTV D98% (Gy) 0.000 0.000 2.104
D2% (Gy) 0.000 0.004 1.291
D50% (Gy) 0.000 0.000 1.032

Rectum V24.4Gy (%) 0.000 0.990 0.003
V40.5Gy (%) 0.000 0.568 0.000
V56.8Gy (%) 0.000 0.036 0.009
V60.8Gy (%) 0.023 0.045 0.183

Bladder V48.7Gy (%) 0.269 0.120 2.759
V56.76Gy (%) 2.023 1.227 2.869

Penile bulb V40.5Gy (%) 0.000 0.000 1.047
Urethra Dmax (Gy) 0.000 0.016 1.565

The p Values were considered according to the significance of the result: p < 0.001, p < 0.01, p < 0.05 and not significant (n.s.). The significant p values are presented in bold.

FIGURE 4 | Visual comparison of dose distributions between the gold standard CT plan (A), AICT (B), PBCT (C), and PSCT (D) visualized over the usedMRI for the
patient with the lowest performing gamma pass rates. On the right side, the corresponding gamma maps for a 2 mm/2% criterion.
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analyzed gamma maps showed median increased pass rate of
98.6% versus 98.2% for the PSCT and PBCT approaches,
respectively, at a 2%/2 mm criterion.

In comparison to a steady underestimation of the dose in both
bulk density approaches, the dose calculation on the AICT
presented an overestimation of parameters with a mean
median DVH difference over all target parameters of 0.12 Gy.
In the evaluation of rectal DVH constraints, the AICT showed the
best median (range) results for the high-dose rectum parameters
V60.8Gy = 0.0 (−0.59 to 0.37)] and V56.8Gy = 0.08 (−1.88 to 2.17)].
Within the gamma map evaluation, all three approaches
presented a gamma pass rate of over 98% at 2%/2 mm, with a
best median agreement over all patients for the AICT (pass
rate = 99.0%).

The analyzed dosimetric differences of the PBCT workflow
were comparable with the published data by Lambert et al. [26].
The authors investigated a bulk density approach, with a uniform
density assignment to all parts of the bone and the resulting tissue
as water equivalent. Based on this approach, they reported a mean
bulk density for bone of 1.19 g/cm3 and a mean dose point
deviation within the target of −1.4%. In contrast, differences in
bone density were visible due to different anatomical structures
being contoured individually within the MR-Linac workflow, to
represent, with structure individual rotations and shift, the daily
anatomy as accurately as possible. However, based on the
correlation between density and RED incorporated in the TPS
and published by Fippel et al., the detected mean RED over all
bones of 1.17 translates into a density of 1.20 g/cm3 and replicates
the Lambert et al. published values within 0.01 g/cm3 [27].

The main limitation of the PBCT approach is the necessity of a
time-intense annotation of body surface, bones, rectum, and
bladder. Hence, to eliminate these contouring steps, different
groups have reported first concepts and results toward automatic
segmentation of anatomical MRIs [28]. An additional drawback
is the narrow distribution of patient age with a median value of 72
(IQR: 62–77) years in the database used for bulk density
estimation (n = 50) and within the testing cohort of 74.5
(IQR: 71.5–78.25) years. Hence, the bone densities within the
cohort are quite similar and do not differ due to age differences,
which should result in higher REDs for younger and lower REDs
for older patients [29]. However, dosimetric deviations due to the
small, expected changes in RED over the course of life have not
been investigated in this work and are outside the scope of
this work.

A greater potential deviation to the CT-based dose calculation
on a CT may result from air gaps in the anatomical region of
interest. The mean RED of a dataset of patients represents the
most common rectum filling with little amount of air. Therefore,
the dose calculation would overestimate REDs on an MRI with a
large air cavity inside the rectum, resulting in higher maximum
dose values inside the rectum [30].

While this problem arises primarily in the PBCT, for the daily
adaptive PSCT workflow, with MRI and CT on different days,
that is, during fractionated daily adaptive MRgRT treatments, the
same problem is visible and most conventionally counteracted by
adjustment of the patient diet, fillings, repositioning, or
medication to reduce air within the rectum [31, 32].

The bulk density assigned pseudo-CTs could not take these
changes into account. On the contrary, the AICT did not only
visualize anatomical regions with air gaps clearly but also showed
better agreement for the high-dose rectum DVH parameters with
a median rectum deviation of V56.8 Gy = 0.08 Gy. Even though the
AICT showed the best agreement with the planning CT on the
DVH parameter, the usage of an AI-based pseudo-CT model
needs additional quality assurance and testing. In contrast to
current commercial MR-only approaches, which are based on a
physical detection of air, fat, and bone, the developed fast
workflow is directly converting the anatomical T2w-MRI into
density information [15]. Therefore, before clinical usage of such
a system, limitations on patient eligibility, as for example, with
respect to age, missing bone structures, or implants should be
considered and an extensive check on the HU executed for each
patient.

An advantage of the PBCT approach is that it can be directly
used within the TPS, whereas the AICT must be predicted in a
separate third-party software, which then has to be imported into
the clinical workflow. However, as the currently supported MR-
Linac system uses a mean RED assignment of structures in the
online workflow, the AICT has the potential to replace a planning
CT and therefore eliminate registration uncertainties, additional
patient dose, and reduce cost by omitting an extra patient
appointment. Furthermore, a sanity check of the AICT by the
REDs used for the PBCT approach in the TPS would enable
detecting extreme deviations.

This study is limited due to anatomical differences between the
MRI and CT, as shown in Figure 4. Within this patient, a small
variation of air gap between the planning CT and MRI resulted,
for this slice, in a small gamma pass rate inside the rectal cavity. In
addition, since we limited the anatomical differences by using an
intersection of both modalities as a basis for dose calculation, we
limited the information on behalf of the patient outline and
corresponding spatial skin deviations. However, as the
anatomical MRI sequence at the MR-Linac system is
optimized for a high spectral bandwidth per pixel, the patient-
induced distortions were considered neglectable. An additional
challenge here is the dependence of image distortion as a function
of the distance to the MRI isocenter. However, as Snyder et al.
presented in their clinical experience on commissioning of the
MR-Linac system, a distortion of below 1 mm at a diameter
spherical volume of 350 mm was considered [33]. However,
bigger patients limit the applicability of an MR-only workflow,
when succeeding the field of view or the dimensions of the
implemented distortion map of the MRI scanner. In this case,
a correction for static magnetic field changes would not be
possible. An additional limitation of this study was that we
did not explicitly search for patients with extreme anatomical
problems such as the highest possible amount of air within the
rectum or a very small bladder. We as well did not consider
patients with an artificial implant such as hip replacement or
missing bony structures. Therefore, dose calculation based on a
planning CT should still be performed for patients with unusual,
extreme anatomies, which are difficult to model.

In conclusion, we presented in this article two developed
approaches for the implementation of an MR-only workflow
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at the MR-Linac system. Both methods show clinically acceptable
uncertainties, whereas the developed AICT supersedes the bulk
density approaches in terms of accuracy. However, the PBCT
approach could be quickly implemented within a clinical
workflow, whereby the implementation of an artificial-based
pseudo-CT needs additional quality assurance and extensive
robustness testing of the system.
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